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The human target is the essential distinguishing feature of the impalement arts. It has been asserted by
several sources, including well-known knife throwers, that the power and appeal of this type of act lies as
much in audience appreciation of the target as in admiration of the skill of the thrower or archer. Various
theories have been put forward to explain this, ranging from simple awe at ...
Impalement arts - Wikipedia
In folklore, a mermaid is an aquatic creature with the head and upper body of a female human and the tail of
a fish. Mermaids appear in the folklore of many cultures worldwide, including the Near East, Europe, Asia,
and Africa. The first stories appeared in ancient Assyria, in which the goddess Atargatis transformed herself
into a mermaid out of shame for accidentally killing her human lover.
Mermaid - Wikipedia
Following is an alphabetical listing of prominent authors who regularly appear/appeared in the newsgroups
mentioned above along with a brief description of their stories. It would be the labour of a lifetime to
acknowledge each and every contributor to the groups.
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Update (2013/05/19): I welcome general correspondence or comments on my stories at
tierdown[at]Hotmail[dot]com. Assuming I'm not overwhelmed with responses, lol, I will try to answer all. Give
me a shout out if you're interested in exchanging critiques or brainstorming story ideas, etc. Chapter One How the Game Begins
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